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Retirement Questions People Face

retirement investing
loans

retirement spending

outliving assets
Social Security

market shock

savings rate

credit card

mortgage

Medicare

access to capital
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It’s Important to Understand How 
Participants Save And Spend

Source: 1 DC participant data from J.P. Morgan retirement research, 2018–19; 2 EBRI research collaboration from “In Data There Is Truth: Understanding How Households 
Actually Support Spending in Retirement,” Employee Benefit Research Institute & J.P. Morgan Asset Management, 2021; 3 JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (Chase)

1.4 Million
DC participants1

23 Million
DC and IRA accounts2

66 million
Chase banking households3

Helping participants save and invest well 
during their working years

Helping participants make the most 
of their retirement savings

Spending phaseSaving phase
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Current Retirement Landscape 

4.3%
Projected average annual 

returns for a 60 stock/
40% bond portfolio over 
the next 10-15 years5

U.S. households with a pension1 Chance at least one retirement-
age spouse will live to 95+2

92% 61%

30% 44%

Average percentage of 
pre-retirement income 

needed at age 653

Workers without a financial 
professional to assist with 

retirement planning4

Fewer pensions Longer life spans

Limited 
access to advice

Higher income 
replacement

Source: 1 LIMRA Secure Retirement Institute analysis of 2019 
Survey of Consumer Finances, Federal Reserve Board, 2020. 
Latest available data as of December 31, 2021; 2 For non-
smoker in excellent health; Social Security Administration, 
Period Life Table, 2018 (published in the 2021 OASDI Trustees 
Report); American Academy of Actuaries and Society of 
Actuaries, Actuaries Longevity Illustrator (accessed January 
14, 2022); J.P. Morgan Asset Management; 3 J.P. Morgan 
retirement research; 4 The Cerulli Report: U.S. Retirement 
End-Investor 2021, Solving for the Decumulation Phase; 5 
2022 J.P. Morgan Long-Term Capital Market Assumptions.
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Benefit of Saving and Investing Early
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What Is a Target Date Fund?

An all-in-one professionally 
managed and diversified fund for 
all your retirement plan money.

It’s designed to create a nest egg for 
the year you plan to retire, which is 
your target date.
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How a Target Date Fund Works

Target date fund automatically changes to become more conservative as you approach your retirement date

More conservative bonds*Higher-growth stocks

AGE

25
AGE

65

Stocks:
Maximize investment gains over time but riskier in short term 

Bonds:
Provide lower potential risk but offer more moderate returns 

For illustrative purposes only.
*At or around target retirement date, bonds also include cash and cash equivalents. 
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Target Date Strategies Were Designed to 
Address an Investor Disconnect

DC Menu 
Segments

Examples of 
Investments

Designed for participant 
investor “types”

How participants 
see themselves 

(“type”)1

% of participant 
assets in each 

menu segment1

Asset 
Allocation 
Strategies

 Target date strategies
 Risk-based strategies
 Balanced strategies
 Managed accounts 

 Delegators
– Prefer professional 

management
 Asset allocation
 Manager selection

69% 18%

Core Menu

 Single-asset class 
strategies

– US Equity

– International Equity

– Government Bond

– Corporate Bond

 Doers
– Prefer control

– Value professional 
oversight 
in manager selection/
due diligence

– Varying levels of 
engagement

30% 80%

Brokerage

 Individual securities
 Strategies not available 

in-plan

 Self-directed 
Sophisticates

– Prefer significant 
flexibility/choice

1% 2%
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For illustration and discussion purposes only. 1 Source: J.P. Morgan Retirement
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The Majority of U.S. DC Investors Lack the 
Expertise to Make Informed Investment Decisions 
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Maintaining an Appropriate Allocation Over Time 
Can Narrow the Spread in Participant Returns
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Important Disclosures for 
Personal Rate of Return Methodology 
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Considering Fiduciary Aspects 
of Target Date Investing

Know your demographics and participant behavior
• Do participants retire at 65, and do they keep assets in the plan?
• What is the savings and investing behavior of participants? 

Understand the plans goals and objectives
• Is success defined by maximizing outcomes for some participants?
• Is success defined by narrowing the range of outcomes and getting as many 

participants to a comfortable retirement as possible?

Ensure manager’s strategy and philosophy are appropriate
• How do the underlying components of your target date strategy help to achieve your 

plan’s goals?
• Does your manager’s risk philosophy support the goals and objectives of your plan?
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Analyzing Specific Components 
of Target Date Strategies Design 

Asset Allocation 
Strategy and 

Diversification

 What is the manager’s fundamental approach to asset allocation?
 How does the manager determine each asset class weighting?
 How does the manager decide which asset classes to include? Are they casting a wide enough net?

Glide Path 
Strategy

 How does asset class exposure change as the TDF approaches its target retirement date?
 How does the glide path affect outcomes?

Portfolio 
Construction

 How does the manager approach portfolio construction?
 How does the manager select underlying investment strategies?

Active vs. Passive 
Management 

 Are there fee constraints or sensitivities?
 How does the manager use active or passive management? Does this limit the opportunity set?
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Key Takeaways Session 
Evaluation—
Scan this 
QR code.

Session 
eval QR 

code here

• The need for defined contribution 
plans is growing 

• Target date funds offer a diversified 
and professionally managed 
retirement solution

• Understanding the plan 
demographics and goals are 
important in choosing a provider 
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The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the speakers and do not necessarily reflect the views or 
positions of the firm.

This document is a general communication being provided for informational purposes only. It is educational in nature and not 
designed to be recommendation for any specific investment product, strategy, plan feature or other purposes. By receiving this 
communication you agree with the intended purpose described above. Any examples used in this material are generic, 
hypothetical and for illustration purposes only. None of J.P. Morgan Asset Management, its affiliates or representatives is 
suggesting that the recipient or any other person take a specific course of action or any action at all. Communications such as this 
are not impartial and are provided in connection with the advertising and marketing of products and services. Prior to making any 
investment or financial decisions, an investor should seek individualized advice from a personal financial, legal, tax and other
professional advisors that take into account all of the particular facts and circumstances of an investor’s own situation.

Opinions, estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market trends that are based on current market conditions constitute
our judgment and are subject to change without notice. We believe the information provided here is reliable. These views and 
strategies described may not be suitable for all investors. References to specific securities, asset classes and financial markets are 
for illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the marketing name for the asset management businesses of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its 
affiliates worldwide. 

Copyright 2022 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.

Disclaimer 
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